
Das Land Bremen schmeckt!
About us

The smallest  state of the federal republic of Germany, Bremen, is home to a large number of different companies from the food, 
beverage and luxory food industry, including young start-ups and established global companies. Since 2011,  NaGeB has been 
involved as an interest group for the concerns of this industry. Themes like the tailor-made qualification of specialists, further 
training measures, mentoring for founders in the food industry, the establishment of pilot projects and a permanent exchange in 
a large network make us a valuable partner in the Bremen food sector. In doing so, we build our network continuously and bundle 
the common interests of our members in Bremen, Bremerhaven and the entire region.
WE CONNECT!

Our portfolio for your success

- We want  NaGeB to continue giving the food  industry a voice for the long term according to their importance for our region. 
- We want to focus national attention on Bremen as a location of relevance in the food, beverage and luxory food industry.
- We demand of politicians to show clear commitment to Bremen for production and trade.
- We provide a strong NETWORK to exchange actively and promote mutual support within the industry.
- We support FOUNDERS and young START-UPS in the regional state of Bremen and network them with potential partners and 
service providers in the industry as required.
- We promote the excellent SCIENCE LANDSCAPE of the region and support research projects through intensive exchange and 
contacts to industry and business.
- We provide our industry a PLATFORM FOR EXCHANGE.
- We work in close contact with educational institutions and support the EDUCATION and QUALIFICATION of PROFESSIONALS 
in our sector.
- We support the search for suitable COMMERCIAL AREAS/REAL ESTATE and their connection so that our industry can continue 
to grow.
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We represent the industry in relation to politics 

We support problem solving with our network 

We promote the start-up scene 

We bring new and established players together 

We promote innovation and science 

We promote the region as the center of Germany‘s 
food and luxury goods industry


